Species-specific association of the cell-aggregation molecule mediates recognition in marine sponges.
Reaggregation of dissociated cells of marine sponges, resulting in reformation of functional sponges, is a calcium-dependent process mediated by large, proteoglycan-like molecules termed aggregation factors (AF). During aggregation, species-specific sorting of cells is often observed. We purified and characterized AFs from three different sponge species and investigated their role in species-specific aggregation using novel approaches. The calcium-dependent association between purified AFs is species-specific in most combinations, as was shown in overlay assays and bead-sorting assays with AFs immobilized onto colored beads. Species-specific interactions of living cells and AF-beads resulted in incorporation of only homospecific AF-beads into reforming cell aggregates. Sequences from peptides obtained from the AF core proteins could all be aligned to the sequence of one species, the Microciona prolifera AFp3 core protein. In contrast to this similarity, major species-specific differences were seen in carbohydrate composition and in the response of AFs to specific carbohydrate-recognizing antibodies. In summary, our data point to a prominent role for the calcium-dependent association of AFs in recognition processes during aggregation. As this association of AFs occurs via carbohydrate-carbohydrate interactions, we speculate that the specificity of those interactions may be fundamental to recognition mechanisms required for regeneration of individuals from dissociated cells and for rejection of foreign material by sponge individuals.